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Abstract
In machine learning and data mining, linear models have been widely used to model the response as
parametric linear functions of the predictors. To relax such stringent assumptions made by parametric
linear models, additive models consider the response to be a summation of unknown transformations
applied on the predictors; in particular, additive isotonic models (AIMs) assume the unknown transfor-
mations to be monotone. In this paper, we introduce sparse linear isotonic models (SLIMs) for high-
dimensional problems by hybridizing ideas in parametric sparse linear models and AIMs, which enjoy a
few appealing advantages over both. In the high-dimensional setting, a two-step algorithm is proposed
for estimating the sparse parameters as well as the monotone functions over predictors. Under mild
statistical assumptions, we show that the algorithm can accurately estimate the parameters. Promising
preliminary experiments are presented to support the theoretical results.
1 Introduction
Linear models of the parametric form y = 〈θ˜,x〉+  have enjoyed the enormous popularity in both machine
learning and data mining communities for decades, due to its simplicity and interpretability. Here y ∈ R and
x = [x1, x2, . . . , xp]
T ∈ Rp are observed response and predictors respectively, and  ∈ R is a zero-mean
additive noise. It is well known that the unknown parameter θ˜ = [θ˜1, θ˜2, . . . , θ˜p]T can be estimated from
multiple instances of (x, y), denoted by {(xi, yi)}ni=1 , using least squares regression (typically when n > p).
In recent years, linear models also prove to be able to survive the high-dimensional setting (i.e., n  p),
by exploiting the sparsity of θ˜ (i.e., θ˜ has few nonzero entries). Under very mild statistical assumptions,
various estimators have been proposed to find θ˜ with provable guarantees on estimation error, such as Lasso
[31, 33] and Dantzig selector [6, 5]. Despite the prevalent success of linear models, modern data often arise
from complex environments in which the linear correlation could break down, leading to poor performance
of linear models. Progress has been made to relax the stringent assumption of linear models by allowing
nonlinearity. In particular, [1] consider the following additive isotonic models (AIMs),
y =
p∑
j=1
fj(xj) +  , (1)
where {fj}pj=1 , F is a set of monotone univariate functions. To estimate F , a commonly-used procedure
is cyclic pooled adjacent violators (CPAV). At each iteration of CPAV, isotonic regression is called to esti-
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mate one fj and its solution can be efficiently found by the pooled adjacent violators algorithm (PAVA) [3].
Though the non-linearity can be captured by F , one need to specify the monotonicity for each fj (either in-
creasing or decreasing) in advance, which could be unknown in real-world applications, and enumerating all
possible combinations can be computationally prohibitive. In high dimension, the estimation of F becomes
even more challenging, because the number of monotone functions is very large.
To address the challenges in AIMs, we propose the sparse linear isotonic models (SLIMs), which assume
E [y|x] =
p∑
j=1
θ˜jfj(xj) =
〈
θ˜, f(x)
〉
, (2)
where f(x) , x˜ = [f1(x1), . . . , fp(xp)]T . SLIMs combine the parametric form from the sparse linear
models with the monotone transformations from AIMs, and generalize the assumption of additive noise  to
the conditional expectation form E[y|x]. Throughout the paper, the parameter θ˜ is assumed to be s-sparse.
For identifiability, we also assume w.l.o.g. that each fj is monotonically increasing (as the monotonicity
can be flipped by changing signs of θ˜j), and properly normalized such that every x˜j = fj(xj) is zero-
mean and unit-variance. Note that without losing any representational power of AIM, the assumption of
increasing fj avoids the pre-specification of monotonicity for each fj as required in (1). For such hybrid
model, given n i.i.d. samples {(xi, yi)}ni=1, our goal is to estimate both θ˜ and F . Since the hidden predictor
x˜ is inaccessible, brutally fitting data into a linear model could result in a poor estimate of θ˜. In this work,
we design a two-step algorithm to accomplish this goal, which estimates θ˜ followed by F . The estimation
of θ˜ is inspired by the rank-based approaches for structure learning of graphical models. At the high level,
those approaches do not rely on the exact values of samples generated from the graphical model, in order
to learn its structure. Instead they resort to rank correlations (e.g., Kendall’s tau correlation [16]) that are
invariant under monotonically increasing transformation, so that observing x and x˜ makes no difference to
the method. By leveraging a similar idea, we propose the Kendall’s tau Dantzig selector (KDS) to estimate
θ˜, with certain Kendall’s tau correlation coefficients appropriately plugged in. Under some distributional
assumptions, we show that this estimator is guaranteed to recover a normalized version of θ˜ with small
error. After θ˜ is estimated, we have a CPAV-type algorithm tailored for estimating transformations F ,
which efficiently extends CPAV at little cost.
To sum up, we highlight a few merits of SLIM as follows. Firstly, as aforementioned, SLIM need not
specify the monotonicity of fj whereas AIM requires. Secondly the two-step estimation for SLIM is par-
ticularly useful in high-dimensional settings. The estimation of θ˜ may identify many “don’t-care” fj’s as
their corresponding θ˜j’s are zero, thus reducing the problem size of estimating F . Besides, estimating θ˜
will suffice if one only focuses on variable selection. For the ease of exposition, we introduce a few no-
tations which will be used in the rest of the paper. We let y = [y1, y2, . . . , yn]T ∈ Rn be the response
vector, X = [x1,x2, . . . ,xn]T ∈ Rn×p be the observed design matrix , and denote its columns by xj ∈ Rn.
Similarly X˜, x˜i and x˜j will denote the hidden counterpart of X, xi and xj . Matrix is bold capital, and the
corresponding bold lowercase is reserved for its rows (columns) with suitable subscripts (superscripts), and
its entries are plain lowercase with subscripts indexing both row and column. In general, vectors are bold
lowercase while scalars are plain lowercase. For a matrix, ‖ · ‖max denotes the value of the largest entry in
magnitude. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we first review the related work in Section 2, and
then provide an overview of the two-step algorithm for SLIM in Section 3. Next we analyze the recovery
of θ˜ and present the algorithmic details for estimating F in Section 4. In Section 5, we demonstrate the
effectiveness of SLIM through experiments. Section 6 is dedicated to the conclusion.
2
2 Related Work
AIM was initially proposed in [1]. [24] established the asymptotic properties of the CPAV procedure. The
high-dimensional counterpart of AIMs (i.e., assuming most of fj’s are zero), Lasso ISO (LISO), was stud-
ied by [10], where a modified CPAV is used to achieved the sparsity in F . [8] considered a semiparametric
additive isotonic model by introducing an additional parametric model into (1). On the other hand, [14]
considered an additive model of the same form as (1) for general F . With suitable smoothing operator on
fj’s, a coordinate descent procedure called backfitting can be applied to estimating F . In high-dimensional
regime , [29] correspondingly investigated the sparse additive models (SpAMs), which is solved a back-
fitting algorithm with extra soft-thresholding steps. Many other efforts have been spent by relying on the
smoothness of fj’s, including [18], [25], [15], and etc.
The method we use to estimate θ˜ is closely related to the high-dimensional structure learning of graphi-
cal models. For sparse Gaussian graphical model, [26] proposed a neighborhood selection procedure for
estimating the graph structure, which iteratively regresses each variable against the rest via Lasso. The
neighborhood Dantzig selector [35] shares the similar spirit with this approach, which switches Lasso to
Dantzig selector. Recent progress has shown that these approaches continue to work for some non-Gaussian
distributions, such as nonparanormal distribution [22], by using rank correlations to approximate the la-
tent correlation matrix [34, 20]. Similar results have been further generalized to transelliptical distribution
[21, 12, 13].
3 Overview of Two-Step Algorithm
In this section, we present an overview of the two-step algorithm for the estimation of SLIM, which first
estimates θ˜ and then F . Detailed analyses are deferred to Section 4.
For the estimation of θ˜, if the hidden design matrix X˜ could be observed, Dantzig selector [6] can be used
to estimate θ˜ as normal linear models,
θˆorc = argmin
θ∈Rp
‖θ‖1 s.t.
∥∥∥∥ 1nX˜T (X˜θ − y)
∥∥∥∥
∞
≤ γn , (3)
where γn is a tuning parameter. A key observation from (3) is that instead of exactly knowing X˜ and y,
it is sufficient to be given the (approximate) value of X˜
T X˜
n and
X˜Ty
n in order for (3) to work. Note that
the quantity X˜
T X˜
n and its expectation Σ˜ = E[x˜x˜
T ] also arise in the structure learning of nonparanormal
graphical models. Specifically if x˜ follows a multivariate Gaussian N (0, Σ˜), then the observed predic-
tor x, represented as f−1(x˜) , [f−11 (x˜1), . . . , f−11 (x˜p)]T , is by definition a nonparanormal distribution
NPN(Σ˜, f−1), in which Σ˜ is often called latent correlation matrix. Simply speaking, the nonparanormal
distribution models the random vector whose coordinates are element-wise monotone transformations of a
Gaussian random vector. To estimate Σ˜ without knowing f or f−1, Kendall’s tau correlation coefficient [16]
plays a key role in rank-based methods. Given data X = [xij ] ∈ Rn×p, we define the sample Kendall’s tau
correlation matrix Tˆ = [tˆij ] ∈ Rp×p as
tˆij =
∑
1≤k,k′≤n
sign((xki − xk′i)(xkj − xk′j))
n(n− 1) , (4)
3
Algorithm 1 Estimating θ˜ and F for SLIM
Input: X ∈ Rn×p, y ∈ Rn, tuning parameter γn
Output: Estimated θˆ for θ˜ and Fˆ for F
1: Compute the transformed sample Kendall’s tau correlation matrix Σˆ and vector βˆ using (4) - (7)
2: Estimate θˇ via Kendall’s tau Dantzig selector (8)
3: θˆ := σˆyθˇ, where σˆy is the sample variance of y
4: Estimate the hidden design Xˆ via (9)
5: Fˆ := {fˆj}pj=1, where fˆj is given by (10)
6: Return θˆ and Fˆ
and its transformed version Σˆ = [σˆij ] ∈ Rp×p,
σˆij = sin
(pi
2
tˆij
)
, (5)
One straightforward yet critical property of Tˆ and Σˆ is the invariance to monotone increasing transfor-
mations on columns of X, indicating that the two quantities remain unchanged if X is replaced by X˜ in
the definitions. More importantly, later analysis will reveal for the class of transelliptical distributions (a
generalization of nonparanormal distribution) the closeness between the transformed sample Kendall’s tau
correlation matrix Σˆ and the latent correlation matrix Σ˜, thus Σˆ can serve as an approximation to X˜
T X˜
n as
X˜T X˜
n ≈ Σ˜ in expectation. For x˜
Ty
n and its expectation β˜ = E[yx˜] = Σ˜θ˜, we similarly define the sample
Kendall’s tau correlation vector bˆ ∈ Rp and its transformation βˆ
bˆj =
∑
1≤k,k′≤n
sign((xkj − xk′j)(yk − yk′))
n(n− 1) , (6)
βˆj = sin
(pi
2
bˆj
)
, (7)
and use βˆ as a replacement for x˜
Ty
n . Therefore the estimation of θ˜ can proceed with (3) by replacing
X˜T X˜
n
and X˜
Ty
n with Σˆ and βˆ respectively, which leads to the following estimator which we call Kendall’s tau
Dantzig selector (KDS),
θˇ = argmin
θ∈Rp
‖θ‖1 s.t.
∥∥∥Σˆθ − βˆ∥∥∥
∞
≤ γn . (8)
But it will be shown later in the analysis that the θˇ only approximates the direction of θ˜, and the scale should
be attached on the final estimate θˆ by calculating the sample variance of y.
To estimate the transformations F , one needs to first find out an Xˆ = [xˆij ] that approximates the hidden
design X˜ = [fj(xij)] for the observed X = [xij ], which essentially gives us the estimated values of each fj
at n points x1j , . . . , xnj . To be specific, we fit Xˆ into y and the estimated θˆ through the following convex
program,
Xˆ = argmin
Z∈Rn×p
1
2
‖Zθˆ − y‖22 s.t. zj ∈M(xj), 1T zj = 0, ‖zj‖2 ≤
√
n , (9)
whereM(x) = {v | vi ≥ vj iff xi ≥ xj , ∀ i, j}. In order to get the fj defined everywhere, we need to inter-
polate the n estimated points xˆ1j , . . . , xˆnj . In the algorithm, we simply use nearest-neighbor interpolation
4
as follows,
fˆj(x) =
n∑
i=1
xˆij · I
{
i = argmin
1≤k≤n
|xkj − x|
}
, (10)
where I{·} is the indicator function that outputs one if the predicate is true and zero otherwise. Other inter-
polation technique, e.g., linear/spline interpolation, can be applied in the need of certain desired properties
of fj . The full estimation algorithm is given in Algorithm 1.
4 Theoretical Analysis
In this section, we detail the Algorithm 1 in several aspects. We analyze the recovery guarantee of the
Kendall’s tau Dantzig selector θˇ for estimating θ˜. Under suitable assumptions on the distribution of x, y,
we show that the sample complexity analysis can be sharpened compared to earlier related work [34, 20].
For estimating F , we propose a backfitting algorithm similar to CPAV, where each step can be solved nearly
at the same cost as isotonic regression.
4.1 Estimating θ˜
In this subsection, we consider the estimation of θ˜. The KDS (8) can be casted as a linear program, which
can be solved efficiently by many optimization algorithms [7, 17]. Hence we focus on the statistical aspect
of KDS. From Section 3, we know that the success of KDS relies on Σˆ and βˆ, which replace X˜
T X˜
n and
X˜Ty
n in the Dantzig selector (3). Hence we first investigate the property of Σˆ and βˆ. The definition (4) -
(7) are sample versions of (transformed) Kendall’s tau correlation matrix and vector. Here we define their
population counterparts.
Definition 1 Given (x, y) and its independent copy (x′, y′), the population Kendall’s tau correlation matrix
T = [tij ] ∈ Rp×p and vector b ∈ Rp are defined as
tij = P
(
(xi − x′i)(xj − x′j) > 0
)− P ((xi − x′i)(xj − x′j) < 0) , (11)
bj = P
(
(xj − x′j)(y − y′) > 0
)− P ((xj − x′j)(y − y′) < 0) , (12)
and their transformed versions Σ = [σij ] ∈ Rp×p and β ∈ Rp are given by
σij = sin
(pi
2
tij
)
, (13)
βj = sin
(pi
2
bj
)
. (14)
Then we introduce two family of distributions, elliptical and transelliptical. The transelliptical distribution
is defined based on the elliptical distribution given as follows.
Definition 2 (Elliptical distribution) A random vector z ∈ Rp follows an elliptical distributionEC(µ, Σ˜, ξ)
iff z has a stochastic representation: z ∼ µ+ ξAu. Here µ ∈ Rp, q , rank(A), A ∈ Rp×q, ξ ≥ 0 is a ran-
dom variable independent of u, u ∈ Sq−1 is uniformly distributed on the unit sphere in Rq, and AAT = Σ˜.
Note that
E[z] = µ , Cov[z] =
E[ξ2]
q
Σ˜ . (15)
5
This family of distribution contains the Gaussian distribution as a special case, and more details can be
found in [9]. The extension from elliptical to transelliptical distribution parallels that from normal to non-
paranormal distribution.
Definition 3 (Transelliptical distribution) A random vector x ∈ Rp follows the transelliptical distribution
TE(Σ˜, ξ, f) if f(x) = [f1(x1), f2(x2), . . . , fp(xp)]T ∼ EC(µ, Σ˜, ξ), where f1, f2, . . . fp are all strictly
increasing functions, µ = 0, diag(Σ˜) = I, and P(ξ = 0) = 0.
The conditions on µ and diag(Σ˜) are imposed for identifiability. If the underlying elliptical distribution is
multivariate Gaussian, then the transelliptical family is reduced to the nonparanormal. We refer the readers
to [21] for more discussions on transelliptical distribution. Based on the elliptical and transelliptical family,
we introduce our assumptions on distribution of (x, y):
(A1) x ∈ Rp follows a transelliptical distribution TE(Σ˜, ξ, f) (or equivalently x˜ = f(x) follows a
elliptical distribution EC(0, Σ˜, ξ)), and E[ξ2] = p.
(A2) The smallest eigenvalue λmin of Σ˜ is strictly positive, i.e., x˜ is nondegenerate.
(A3) x˜ and y are jointly elliptically distributed.
The assumption E[ξ2] = p is also out of the consideration of identifiability. The assumption (A3) on the
joint distribution of (x˜, y) may seem obscure. But it can be satisfied, for example, when x is nonparanormal
and y is a noisy observation of 〈θ˜, f(x)〉 perturbed by an additive zero-mean Gaussian noise. Under these
assumptions, one notable result that has been shown for Σ, Σˆ and Σ˜ is given in the following lemma.
Lemma 1 For x ∼ TE(Σ˜, ξ, f), the transformed population Kendall’s tau correlation matrix Σ satisfies
Σ = Σ˜ , (16)
and the sample version Σˆ for Σ defined in (5), with probability at least 1− p−2.5, satisfies
‖Σˆ− Σ˜‖max ≤ 3pi
√
log p
n
(17)
The lemma is essentially Theorem 3.2 and 4.1 in [13]. Similarly we have the following lemma for β, βˆ and
β˜.
Lemma 2 Under assumptions (A1) - (A3) for SLIMs, the transformed population Kendall’s tau correlation
vector β satisfies
β =
β˜
σy
=
Σ˜θ˜
σy
, (18)
where σ2y is the variance of y. The transformed sample Kendall’s tau correlation vector βˆ, with probability
at least 1− 2p , satisfies
‖βˆ − β‖∞ ≤ 2pi
√
log p
n
(19)
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Proof: Given that λmin > 0 and (15), we have E[x˜] = 0, rank(A) = rank(Σ˜) = p and Cov[x˜] = Σ˜.
Since x˜, y are jointly elliptical and β is invariant to f , using Theorem 2 in [19], we have for each βj ,
βj =
E[yx˜j ]− E[y]E[x˜j ]√
Var[y]
√
Var[x˜j ]
=
E
[
〈θ˜, x˜〉 · x˜j
]
√
Var[y]
=
〈θ˜, σ˜j〉
σy
,
which implies (18). Using Hoeffding’s inequality for U-statistics, we have for each βj and βˆj
P
(∣∣∣βj − βˆj∣∣∣ ≥ ) ≤ 2 exp(−n2
2pi2
)
.
Letting  = 2pi
√
log p
n and taking union bound, we obtain
P
(∥∥∥β − βˆ∥∥∥
∞
≥ 2pi
√
log p
n
)
≤ 2
p
,
which completes the proof.
In the light of Lemma 1 and 2, it becomes clear that X˜
T X˜
n and
X˜Ty
n in (3) are replaced by Σˆ and βˆ in (8).
The population counterpart of Σˆ is Σ = Σ˜ = E[ X˜T X˜n ]. Unfortunately, the population version β of βˆ is
not equal to β˜ = E[ X˜
Ty
n ], which is additionally normalized by σy. Therefore we will see later that KDS
recovers a scaled θ˜. In order to bound the estimation error, first we show that the transformed sample
Kendall’s tau correlation matrix Σˆ satisfies the restricted eigenvalue (RE) condition [5, 36, 28, 27, 2], which
is critical in the recovery analysis.
Lemma 3 Define the descent cone for any s-sparse vector θ∗ ∈ Rp,
C = {v ∈ Rp | ‖θ∗ + v‖1 ≤ ‖θ∗‖1} . (20)
If x ∼ TE(Σ˜, ξ, f) and n ≥
(
24pi
λmin
)2
s2 log p = O
(
s2 log p
)
, with probability at least 1 − p−2.5, the
following RE condition holds for Σˆ in C,
inf
v∈C∩Sp−1
vT Σˆv ≥ λmin
2
, (21)
where λmin is the smallest eigenvalue of Σ˜.
Proof: Let S be the support of θ∗, then we have
v ∈ C ∩ Sp−1 =⇒ ‖θ∗S + vS‖1 + ‖vSc‖1 ≤ ‖θ∗‖1
=⇒ ‖θ∗S‖1 − ‖vS‖1 + ‖vSc‖1 ≤ ‖θ∗‖1 =⇒
‖vSc‖1 ≤ ‖vS‖1 =⇒ ‖v‖1 ≤ 2‖vS‖1 ≤ 2
√
s‖vS‖2 ≤ 2
√
s
With probability at least 1− p−2.5, we have for any v ∈ C ∩ Sp−1
vT Σˆv ≥ vT Σ˜v −
∣∣∣vT (Σˆ− Σ˜)v∣∣∣ ≥ λmin −
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
1≤i,j≤p
vivj (σˆij − σ˜ij)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
≥ λmin − ‖v‖21
∥∥∥Σˆ− Σ˜∥∥∥
max
≥ λmin − 12pi
√
s2 log p
n
,
7
where we use Lemma 1 and the fact that ‖v‖1 ≤ 2
√
s. Since we choose n ≥
(
24pi
λmin
)2
s2 log p, we have
vT Σˆv ≥ λmin − 12pi
√
s2 log p
n
≥ λmin − λmin
2
=
λmin
2
,
which completes the proof.
Remark: Similar proof steps appear in [34] in the context of the analysis of rank-based neighborhood
Dantzig selector, but the concept of the RE condition is not explicitly formulated. Later we will show a
sharper sample complexity for RE condition in Theorem 1. Hence we single out Lemma 3 here in order for
a comparison.
From the analysis above, we see that the O
(
s2 log p
)
sample complexity for RE condition of Σˆ is worse
than that of X˜
T X˜
n , which is O (s log p) [5, 27]. Next we show that this sharper bound (see Theorem 1) can
be obtained for Σˆ if the distribution of x further satisfies the sign sub-Gaussian condition [12]. This result
may be of independent interest.
Definition 4 (sign sub-Gaussian condition) For a random variable x, the operator ψ : R 7→ R is defined
as
ψ(x;α, t0) , inf
{
c > 0 : E exp{t(xα − Exα)} ≤ exp(ct2), for |t| < t0
}
. (22)
The random vector x ∈ Rp satisfies the sign sub-Gaussian condition iff
sup
v∈Sp−1
ψ
(〈
sign(x− x′),v〉 ; 2, t0) ≤ κ‖T‖22 , (23)
for a fixed constant κ and a positive number t0 > 0 such that t0κ‖T‖22 is lower bounded by a fixed constant,
where x′ is an independent copy of x and T is the population Kendall’s tau correlation matrix defined in
(11).
Detailed discussions on the sign sub-Gaussian condition can be found in [12], which is out of the scope
of this paper. In particular, [12] show that if sign sub-Gaussian condition for transelliptical x, the Σˆ will
converge with high probability to Σ˜ at rate O
(√
s log p
n
)
in terms of restricted spectral norm,
‖Σˆ− Σ˜‖2,s , sup
v∈Sp−1
‖v‖0≤s
∣∣∣vT (Σˆ− Σ˜)v∣∣∣ = O(√s log p
n
)
. (24)
Starting from this result, we show that with high probability the RE condition will hold for Σˆ withO(s log p)
samples.
Theorem 1 Let X = [x1,x2, . . . ,xn]T be i.i.d. samples of x ∼ TE(Σ˜, ξ, f) for which the sign sub-
Gaussian condition holds with constant κ. Define the constant
c0 = max
{
320κpi4‖Σ˜‖22
λ2min
,
pi2
λmin
}
,
8
in which ‖ · ‖2 denotes the spectral norm (i.e. the largest eigenvalue) and λmin is the smallest eigenvalue
Σ˜. If n ≥ 128c0λmin s log p = O(s log p), with probability at least 1 − 2p − 1p2 , Σˆ satisfies the following RE
condition,
inf
v∈C∩Sp−1
vT Σˆv ≥ λmin
2
, (25)
where C is defined in (20).
To prove Theorem 1, we first formally state below the convergence result for Σˆ and Σ˜ in [12].
Lemma 4 (Theorem 4.10 in [12]) Let X = [x1,x2, . . . ,xn]T be i.i.d. samples of x ∼ TE(Σ˜, ξ, f) for
which the sign sub-Gaussian condition holds with constant κ. With probability at least 1 − 2α − α2, Σˆ
constructed from X satisfies
‖Σˆ− Σ˜‖2,s0 ≤ pi2
(
s0 log p
n
+ 2
√
2κ‖Σ˜‖2
√
s0 (3 + log(p/s0)) + log(1/α)
n
)
. (26)
The next step for showing Theorem 1 is to extend the RE condition on all s0-sparse unit vectors (s0 needs
to be appropriately specified) to all unit vectors inside the targeted descent cone C. Lemma 5 accomplishes
this goal.
Lemma 5 Given Σˆ constructed from X whose rows are generated from x ∼ TE(Σ˜, ξ, f), we assume that
for every s0-sparse unit vector v, the condition vT Σˆv ≥ µ is satisfied. Then we have for any u ∈ C ∩Sp−1,
uT Σˆu ≥ µ− 4s
s0 − 1 (1− µ) . (27)
Proof: For any u ∈ C ∩ Sp−1, let z ∈ Rp be a random vector defined by
P (z = ‖u‖1sign(ui) · ei) = |ui|‖u‖1 , (28)
where {ei}pi=1 is the canonical basis of Rp. Therefore, E[z] = u. Let z1, z2, . . . , zs0 be independent copies
of z and set z¯ = 1s0
∑s0
i=1 zi. Therefore z¯ is an s0-sparse vector, and by our assumption on quadratic forms
on s0-sparse vectors
z¯T Σˆz¯ ≥ µ‖z¯‖22 =⇒ E
[
z¯T Σˆz¯
]
≥ µE [‖z¯‖22] , (29)
where the expectation is taken w.r.t z¯. Since z¯ = 1s0
∑s0
i=1 zi, we have
E
[
z¯T Σˆz¯
]
=
1
s20
∑
1≤i,j≤s0
E
[
zTi Σˆzj
]
=
1
s20
∑
1≤i,j≤s0
i 6=j
E
[
zTi Σˆzj
]
+
1
s20
∑
1≤i≤s0
E
[
zTi Σˆzi
]
=
s0(s0 − 1)
s20
uT Σˆu +
s0
s20
p∑
i=1
|ui|
‖u‖1 ‖u‖
2
1σˆii
=
s0 − 1
s0
uT Σˆu +
‖u‖21
s0
,
9
since σˆii = 1, and
∑p
i=1
|ui|
‖u‖1 = 1. Replacing Σˆ in the above expression by the identity matrix I ∈ Rp×p,
we have
E‖z¯‖22 =
s0 − 1
s0
‖u‖22 +
‖u‖21
s0
.
Plugging both these expressions back in (29), we have
s0 − 1
s0
uT Σˆu +
‖u‖21
s0
≥ µs0 − 1
s0
‖u‖22 + µ
‖u‖21
s0
=⇒
uT Σˆu ≥ µ‖u‖22 −
‖u‖21
s0 − 1(1− µ) ≥ µ−
4s
s0 − 1(1− µ) ,
where we use the facts that ‖u‖2 = 1 and ‖u‖1 ≤ 2
√
s. That completes the proof.
Note that Lemma 5 is a deterministic result though the proof involves probabilistic argument. Equipped
with Lemma 4 and 5, we give the proof of Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1: For Lemma 4, we set α = 1p , s0 =
16s
λmin
, and let c0 = max{320κpi
4‖Σ˜‖22
λ2min
, pi
2
λmin
}.
When n ≥ 128c0λmin s log p = 8c0s0 log p, by Lemma 4, we have
‖Σˆ− Σ˜‖2,s0 ≤ pi2
(
s0 log p
n
+ 2
√
2κ‖Σ˜‖2
√
s0(3 + log(p/s0)) + log p
n
)
≤ pi2
(
s0 log p
pi2
λmin
· 8s0 log p
+ 2
√
2κ‖Σ˜‖2
√√√√s0(3 + log(p/s0)) + log p
320κpi4‖Σ˜‖22
λ2min
· 8s0 log p
)
≤ pi2
(
λmin
pi2
√
5s0 log p
320s0 log p
+
λmin
pi2
s0 log p
8s0 log p
)
≤ λmin
8
+
λmin
8
=
λmin
4
,
with probability at least 1− 2p − 1p2 . It follows that for any s0-sparse unit vector v,
vT Σˆv ≥ vT Σ˜v −
∣∣∣vT (Σˆ− Σ˜)v∣∣∣ ≥ λmin − ‖Σˆ− Σ˜‖2,s0 ≥ 34λmin ,
which satisfies the assumption in Lemma 5 with µ = 34λmin. With the same s0 =
16s
λmin
, by Lemma 5, we
have for any v ∈ C ∩ Sp−1,
vT Σˆv ≥ 3
4
λmin − 4s16s
λmin
− 1
(
1− 3
4
λmin
)
≥ 3
4
λmin − 4s16s
λmin
− 12s
(
1− 3
4
λmin
)
=
3
4
λmin − 4s16s
λmin
(1− 34λmin)
(
1− 3
4
λmin
)
=
3
4
λmin − λmin
4
=
λmin
2
,
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which completes the proof.
With RE condition satisfied by Σˆ, we can proceed to the recovery guarantee for KDS. The next theorem
relies on the RE condition described in Lemma 3, but we emphasize that if sign sub-Gaussian condition
holds we can obtain similar result as long as n attains the bound in Theorem 1, which is smaller than the
one required in Lemma 3.
Theorem 2 For any s-sparse θ˜, if we choose γn = 5pi√λmin
√
s log p
n and n ≥
(
24pi
λmin
)2
s2 log p , with proba-
bility at least 1− 2p − 1p2.5 , θˆ given by (8) satisfies∥∥∥∥∥θˇ − θ˜σy
∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤ 40pi
λ
3/2
min
√
s2 log p
n
, (30)
Proof: For the sake of convenience, we denote θ∗ = θ˜σy , and it is easy to see that Σ˜θ
∗ = β. We first show
that θ∗ is feasible when γn = 5pi√λmin
√
s log p
n , by bounding the left-hand side of the constraint for θ
∗.∥∥∥Σˆθ∗ − βˆ∥∥∥
∞
=
∥∥∥(Σˆ− Σ˜)θ∗ − (βˆ − β)∥∥∥
∞
≤
∥∥∥(Σˆ− Σ˜)θ∗∥∥∥
∞
+
∥∥∥βˆ − β∥∥∥
∞
≤ ‖θ∗‖1
∥∥∥Σˆ− Σ˜∥∥∥
max
+ 2pi
√
log p
n
≤ √s · ‖θ∗‖2
∥∥∥Σˆ− Σ˜∥∥∥
max
+ 2pi
√
log p
n
≤ 3pi√
λmin
√
s log p
n
+ 2pi
√
log p
n
≤ 5pi√
λmin
√
s log p
n
,
where we use Lemma 1 and 2, and thus θ∗ is feasible with probability 1− 2p − 1p2.5 by union bound. On the
other hand, since θˇ is optimal solution to (8), it satisfies
‖θˇ‖1 ≤ ‖θ∗‖1 and
∥∥∥Σˆθˇ − βˆ∥∥∥
∞
≤ γn .
Letting z = θˇ − θ∗, we thus have∥∥∥Σˆz∥∥∥
∞
≤
∥∥∥Σˆθˇ − βˆ∥∥∥
∞
+
∥∥∥Σˆθ∗ − βˆ∥∥∥
∞
≤ 2γn =⇒
zT Σˆz =
〈
z, Σˆz
〉
≤ ‖z‖1
∥∥∥Σˆz∥∥∥
∞
≤ 2γn‖z‖1
Using Lemma 3 combined with the inequality above, with probability at least 1− 2p − 1p2.5 , we get
λmin
2
‖z‖22 ≤ zT Σˆz ≤ 2γn‖z‖1 =⇒ ‖z‖2 ≤
4γn
λmin
‖z‖1
‖z‖2 ≤
40pi
λ
3/2
min
√
s2 log p
n
,
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where we use the fact that supz∈C
‖z‖1
‖z‖2 ≤ 2
√
s.
From the theorem above, though KDS only approximates a normalized version of θ˜, the scale σy can be
estimated by computing the sample variance σˆ2y of y, and the final estimate of θ˜ is θˆ = σˆyθˇ as shown in
Algorithm 1.
4.2 Estimating F
After θˆ is obtained, we can turn to the estimation of transformations F . As we only have access to a finite
number of samples {(xi, yi)}ni=1, it is impossible to know the exact function. Hence we use the simple
nearest-neighbor interpolation to approximate the fj as mentioned in (10). By leveraging the monotonicity
of fj , we can estimate X˜ via solving the constrained least squares problem below,
Xˆ = argmin
Z∈Rn×p
`(Z) =
1
2
‖Zθˆ − y‖22 s.t. zj ∈M(xj), ∀ 1 ≤ j ≤ p , (31)
where the setM(x) denotes the monotone cone induced by vector x, i.e.,
M(x) = {v | vi ≥ vj iff xi ≥ xj , ∀ 1 ≤ i, j ≤ p} . (32)
The problem (31) is convex w.r.t. Z. Note that if θˆ = 1, the problem (31) is reduced to the estimation
of F in AIM, which can be solved by the CPAV algorithm. Hence similar CPAV-type algorithm applies
here, which is essentially a procedure of cyclic block coordinate descent (BCD) with exact minimization
(i.e., minimizing `(Z) w.r.t. each zj cyclically while keeping other blocks fixed). In this scheme, each
subproblem turns out to be an isotonic regression [3]. To be specific, we let Xˆ(k) be the iterate of the k-th
round update, and define the residue for the j-th block as
rj(k) = y −
∑
i<j
θˆixˆ
i
(k) −
∑
i>j
θˆixˆ
i
(k−1). (33)
Then each xˆj(k) is obtained by solving
xˆj(k) = argmin
zj∈M(xj)
1
2
∥∥∥zj − rj(k)
θˆj
∥∥∥2
2
, (34)
which can be efficiently computed in O(n) time using a skillful implementation of PAVA [11]. If we define
for a setA the projection operator as PA(z) = argminx∈A 12‖x−z‖22, the isotonic regression (34) is simply
the projection of rj(k)/θˆj onto the monotone coneM(xj). Note that `(·) is a function of the design Z instead
of the coefficient vector θˆ. Though being convex, the problem (31) can have infinitely many solutions, some
of which can be far from the original X˜. For example, given any Xˆ, we can construct another optimum
via shifting two columns xˆi and xˆj by µi and µj respectively, such that θˆiµi + θˆjµj = 0. To avoid these
“bad” solutions, we further impose on each xˆj the constraints 1T xˆj = 0 and ‖xˆj‖2 ≤
√
n, as the marginal
distribution of x˜ij is zero-mean and unit-variance. With additional constraints, the new problem is given by
Xˆ = argmin
Z∈Rn×p
`(Z) s.t. zj ∈M(xj), 1T zj = 0, ‖zj‖2 ≤
√
n, ∀ 1 ≤ j ≤ p , (35)
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and the subproblem for each block boils down to
xˆj(k) = argmin
zj∈M(xj)
1
2
∥∥∥zj − rj(k)
θˆj
∥∥∥2
2
s.t. 1T zj = 0, ‖zj‖2 ≤
√
n, (36)
which we name standardized isotonic regression. The solution to (36) can be viewed as the projection
onto the intersection of monotone coneM(xi), hyperplane L = {z | 1T z = 0}, and scaled L2-norm ball
B = {z | ‖z‖2 ≤
√
n}. The next theorem show that the standardized isotonic regression is equivalent to the
ordinary isotonic regression followed by successive projection on L and B.
Theorem 3 Given any monotone coneM, the following equality holds
PM∩L∩B(·) = PB(PL(PM(·))) , (37)
where PL(z) = z− 1T zn · 1 and PB(z) = min{
√
n
‖z‖2 , 1} · z.
Proof: It is easy to verify the the analytic expression for PL(·) and PB(·). To show (37), we let x∗ =
PM(z) and x˜∗ = PM∩L∩B(z). We assume w.l.o.g. that the monotone cone isM = {x | x1 ≥ x2 ≥ . . . ≥
xn}. By introducing the Lagrange multipliers λ = [λ1, . . . , λn−1]T , the isotonic regression PM(z) can be
casted as
max
λ0
min
x
g(x,λ) =
1
2
‖x− z‖22 +
n−1∑
i=1
λi(xi − xi+1) ,
where we use the strong duality. The optimum x∗ has to satisfy the stationarity∇x g(x,λ) = 0, i.e.,
x∗1 − z1 + λ1 = 0 ,
x∗2 − z2 − λ1 + λ2 = 0 ,
...
x∗n−1 − zn−1 − λn−2 + λn−1 = 0 ,
x∗n − zn − λn−1 = 0 .
(38)
Using (38) to express x∗ in terms of λ, we denote minx g(x,λ) by another function h(λ), and the optimal
dual variables λ∗ satisfies
λ∗ = argmax
λ0
h(λ) .
For the standardized isotonic regression PM∩L∩B(z), we can also introduce the Lagrange multipliers λ =
[λ1, . . . , λn−1]T , β and γ, and obtain the following optimization problem
max
λ0,γ≤0,β
min
x
g˜(x,λ, β, γ) =
1
2
‖x− z‖22 +
n−1∑
i=1
λi(xi − xi+1) + β
n∑
i=1
xi + γ(n− ‖x‖22) . (39)
Again the optimum x˜∗ has to satisfy∇x g˜(x˜∗,λ, β, γ),
(1− 2γ)x˜∗1 − z1 + β + λ1 = 0 ,
(1− 2γ)x˜∗2 − z2 + β − λ1 + λ2 = 0 ,
...
(1− 2γ)x˜∗n−1 − zn−1 + β − λn−2 + λn−1 = 0 ,
(1− 2γ)x˜∗n − zn + β − λn−1 = 0 .
(40)
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By substituting x˜∗ for λ, β and γ, we have
min
x
g˜(x,λ, β, γ) =
1− 2γ
2
n∑
i=1
(
x˜∗i −
zi − β
1− 2γ
)2
+
n−1∑
i=1
λi(x˜
∗
i − x˜∗i+1) +
‖z‖22
2
−
∑n
i=1(zi − β)2
2(1− 2γ) + γn
=
h(λ)
1− 2γ +
‖z‖22
2
−
∑n
i=1(zi − β)2
2(1− 2γ) + γn ,
in which we note that the last three terms are free of λ. Hence the optimal λ for standardized isotonic
regression,
λ∗ = argmax
λ0
h(λ)
1− 2γ +
‖z‖22
2
−
∑n
i=1(zi − β)2
2(1− 2γ) + γn
= argmax
λ0
h(λ)
is the same as the one for isotonic regression. Thus, combining (38) and (40), we have
x˜∗ =
x∗ − β · 1
1− 2γ . (41)
On the other hand, by summing up the equations respectively in (38) and (40) and the primal feasibility∑n
i=1 x˜
∗
i = 0 we have
n∑
i=1
x∗i =
n∑
i=1
zi,
n∑
i=1
zi = nβ =⇒ β = 1
Tx∗
n
,
which implies that
x∗ − β · 1 = PL(x∗) = PL(PM(z)) . (42)
Denoting x∗ − β · 1 by xˆ∗, we now show that scaling xˆ∗ by 11−2γ is exactly the projection onto B. If
‖xˆ∗‖2 >
√
n, then γ < 0 due to (41) and primal feasibility ‖x˜∗‖2 ≤
√
n. By complementary slackness
γ(n−‖x˜∗‖22) = 0, we have ‖x˜∗‖2 =
√
n. If ‖xˆ∗‖2 <
√
n, then ‖x˜∗‖ < √n due to (41) and dual feasibility
γ ≤ 0. It follows from complementary slackness that γ = 0, which result in x˜∗ = xˆ∗. If ‖xˆ∗‖2 =
√
n, by
similar argument, we have x˜∗ = xˆ∗ as well. In a word, we have
x˜∗ =
{
xˆ∗, if ‖xˆ∗‖2 ≤
√
n√
n
‖xˆ∗‖2 xˆ
∗, if ‖xˆ∗‖2 >
√
n
,
which matches the expression forPB(·). We complete the proof by noting x˜∗ = PB(xˆ∗) = PB(PL(PM(z))).
Theorem 3 indicates that the extra cost for each subproblem of our CPAV algorithm is very minimal, since
the projection onto L and B can be done in linear time. Note that the CPAV for AIM needs to work with p
blocks of variables, and pre-specifying the monotonicity for each fj could lead to as many as 2p different
combinations, which is computationally prohibitive. In contrast, our algorithm only deals with roughlyO(s)
blocks and need not specify the monotonicity. The details of our CPAV is given Algorithm 2. For θˆj = 0,
the corresponding fj will have no contribution to the estimated SLIM, which is thus skipped in our CPAV.
The convergence of Algorithm 2 basically follows from the extensive studies on cyclic BCD type algorithms
[23, 32, 4]. Recently [30] show that the convergence rate of BCD with exact minimization achieves O(1/t)
for a family of quadratic nonsmooth problem without linear dependency on the number of blocks, which
applies to Algorithm 2 for solving (35).
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Algorithm 2 Estimating X˜
Input: Data y ∈ Rn, X ∈ Rn×p, estimated θˆ, number of round t
Output: Estimated hidden design Xˆ
1: Initialize Xˆ(0) = 0n×p
2: for k:= 1, 2, . . . , t do
3: for j:= 1, 2, . . . , p do
4: if θˆj 6= 0 then
5: Compute rj(k) using (33)
6: Compute zj(k) = PM(xj)
(
rj
(k)
θˆj
)
using PAVA
7: xˆj(k) := PB(PL(z
j
(k)))
8: end if
9: end for
10: end for
11: Return Xˆ = Xˆ(t)
5 Experimental Results
In this section, we show some experimental evidence for the effectiveness of SLIM. We test our estimation
algorithm on the synthetic data. Specifically we fix the problem dimension p = 500, the sparsity level of θ˜,
s = 10. The distribution of x is chosen asNPN(Σ˜, f), and y ∼ 〈θ˜, x˜〉+N (0, 0.25). The covariance matrix
is given by Σ˜ = AAT , where A is a Gaussian random matrix with normalized rows. In data preparation,
we first generate x˜ from N (0, Σ˜). For the ten x˜j’s whose corresponding θ˜j’s are nonzero, we then apply
ten different monotonically increasing functions to obtain xj’s, which are basically the inverse of fj’s. The
ten inverse functions are summarized in the table below. The Φ(·) in f−14 is the CDF of standard norm
f−11 (x) = x
3 f−16 (x) = x log(|x|+ 1)
f−12 (x) = sign(x)
√|x| f−17 (x) = 1/(1 + exp(−x))
f−13 (x) = exp(x) f
−1
8 (x) = x− 1
f−14 (x) = Φ(x) f
−1
9 (x) = sign(x) log(|x|+ 1)
f−15 (x) = x exp(
√|x|) f−110 (x) = log(exp(x) + 1)
Table 1: Inverse of fj for nonzero θ˜j
distribution. For the rest of x˜j , we randomly apply one of the functions above. All the results are obtained
based on the average over 100 trials.
We plot in Figure 1(a) the normalized estimation error of θ˜ and X˜, ‖θ˜−θˆ‖2‖θ˜‖2 and
‖X˜−Xˆ‖2
‖X˜‖2 . As sample size n
increases from 100 to 500, we can see the clear decreasing trend of error. We also compare the prediction
error of SLIM with the simple linear model on 200 new data points, which is shown in Figure 1(b). The best
tuning parameters for both methods are picked up via grid search. The simple linear model fails to capture
the nonlinear correlation between x and y, thus incurring large prediction errors. In contrast, SLIM better
fits the data and has substantially smaller errors. In Figure 1(c), we specifically plot the prediction errors
along the parameter-tuning paths when n = 500, and see that SLIM always outperforms the linear model
(The actual parameters are different for both methods, but we keep the largest as 29 times the smallest). In
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Figure 2, we also provide the plots for f1, f2, ·, f10 and the corresponding estimated ones at the observed
x1, x2, . . . , x10. It is not difficult to see that the red dots well capture the shape of the function plots except
for some tails.
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Figure 1: Experimental results for SLIM
Figure 2: Function fj (blue curves) and the corresponding fˆj at observed xj (red dots) (n = 500)
6 Conclusions
In this paper, we propose the sparse linear isotonic models (SLIMs) together with a two-step estimation al-
gorithm, which aims to uncover the underlying linear models, when we only get access to the monotonically
transformed values of the predictors. Our model enjoys a few advantages over the classical additive isotonic
models (AIMs). In high-dimensional setting, the proposed Kendall’s tau Dantzig selector can provably
recover the sparse parameters under suitable statistical assumptions. Especially we can obtain a sharper
sample complexity than previous analysis when the so-called sign sub-Gaussian condition holds. On the
optimization side, we show that as the subproblem in our backfitting algorithm for estimating monotone
transformations, the standardized isotonic regression can be solved as efficiently as the ordinary isotonic
regression. Some empirical evidences also demonstrate the effectiveness of SLIM.
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